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John Creed has been practising as a silversmith since the early 1960’s. In 1990 he extended his creative activity into 
blacksmithing.  He taught metalwork at Glasgow School of Art. We commissioned John to create an imposing forged 
steel stand from which our iconic ornate gold frame is suspended outside The Gallery in 1992. We are delighted to host 
Exposures which is John’s third solo exhibition in The Gallery. His recent architectural commissions include the main 
entrance gates for Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum in Glasgow.

“This exhibition has been an exploration of surface rather than line. Bronze has been coaxed into shape, steel placed in 
the fire allowing it to become a willing partner in the creative process. Metals have been layered, bonded and peeled to 
expose unexpected relationships.”
John Creed, 2013

Front cover & left: Crater 1, bronze, 350 x 390 x 105mm, 2013



Introduction

This mixed exhibition of recent relatively small-scale work by John Creed  signals the latest move  in what he is beginning 
to think of as a wave-system of advances and occasional partial returns to base at key moments of change for a re-charging 
and a directional shift, in line with decisive events in his career and his life, and a characteristically practical reaction to 
them in terms of available time and physical capacity :  entering and leaving education, both as a pupil and as an 
exciting and inspiring teacher;  seeing his offspring leave the tertiary education nest;  being a grandparent; seeing the 
quality of hand-forged metalwork in his wife’s native Germany at a time when it was deeply unfashionable here;  being 
excited by discovering that silver can be hot-forged in a workshop to which he was taken by a valued mentor; making a 
working carnyx or Celtic war-trumpet to understand the mechanism of  an important archaeological discovery. The life 
and the work are clearly indissoluble: the house and garden are full of practical pieces – a fine garden gate and a forged 
door-hinge and latch come to mind.  Of course they link with the large commissions which have punctuated his locally 
and internationally recognised career, but they also operate as a functional everyday part of a working household.

As a citizen of Glasgow, I don’t have to wander very far to see large-scale work by John Creed :  just across the park from 
my office is the re-furbished Kelvingrove Art Gallery, with his screen gates to the ground floor entrance on the side 
facing the river and the University.  They have created a notably different approach to  what was once the cavernous 
storage basement of a Victorian prodigy building, hiding under the steps to the grand portico above. Now their undulat-
ing silvery slats draw the eye and the feet towards the treasure house and its exhibition spaces. Their dual role as security 
and invitation echoes their maker’s cross-fertilising sense of his metalsmithing practice. 

The pieces in this exhibition do the same: we are seeing the more recent outcomes of a long career in which the driving 
interest has been to understand and  at the same time to exploit both his materials and his own history and capacities.  
These objects derive as much from investigation and experiment in his extraordinary and inspiring studio-forge as they do 
from formally acquired knowledge.  There has always been a drive to see whether some of the same practices would work 
for steel, bronze or silver, and to discover which would not.  



An aesthetic and moral hesitation about what constitutes preciousness, which he thinks may derive from his Quaker 
upbringing, fuses productively with a powerful experimental and empirical ethos to show us some magnificent associations 
of colours and textures, some hand-made, some the intentionally preserved  product of necessary machinery. We are seeing 
the work of a maker without pre-conceived notions of the techniques which ought to be used to work on a specific metal, 
who has always been prepared to mix them,  stretch and twist them, associate scale with shapes and colour, and give the 
outcomes a preciousness of their own. They are designed to interact with light: shy mirrors reflect the inner surfaces of their 
own fragmented screens; a recycled industrial metal plaque with its  dribbling gilt wash glows with warmth; the dark shapes 
of the free-standing sculptures gain definition in naturally lit spaces.

Central to John’s current thinking and experiment are the series of smaller-scale  sculptures in mixed metals and techniques; 
we are seeing an emotional response to undulating landscapes and geological phenomena, to hidden natural features and 
their revelation or exposure by human or natural agency. All these pieces have secrets of form to reveal as we lift or move 
them, and more to discover about the way they work and test their materials. They display new colours and curves as our 
angle of vision changes; some show dangerous corners and perilously fine turns; one is pierced by a damascened blade in 
two different colours of steel. Another piece of re-cycled rusted metal seersucker supports a dark smooth angle-edged bowl 
with a deep dark interior, slightly lightened and  textured in sweeping curves by   the machine which gave the vessel its 
meticulously regular gauge. Many of these pieces work by encouraging the metal to reach out curvaceously in more than 
one direction from a contrasting straight-edged cut. All of them are very  clearly their maker’s work: they reflect the 
practices and aesthetic grounded in his experience and long-developed skills, the dedication to his materials and their 
behaviour, dramatic colours, shapes and surfaces. These are exciting pieces which draw the eye and engage the emotional 
mind, as they were intended to do.

Elizabeth Moignard, 2013





Earth Matters II, sign post stand, mild steel and stainless steel 214 x 56 x 37 cms, 2011 
Earth Matters III, (short support), mild steel and stainless steel 120 x 30 x 27 cms, 2011 



Earth Matters I, curved coat stand, mild steel and stainless steel 214 x 60 x 60 cms, 2011 





Wave 2, mild steel with bronze, 50 x 16.5 x 11 cms, 2013







Crater 2, bronze, 36 x 45.5 x 12.5 cms, 2013 



Wave 1, mild steel with baroque pearl, 35.7 x 11 x 14.3 cms, 2013







Crater 4, bronze, damascus steel, mild steel, 38 diameter x 17 cms, 2013



Transformation, copper with corroded steel, 36 x 27.5 x 12 cms, 2013







Crater 3, bronze, polished, 54 x 26 x 26 cms, 2013



OS NY314087 corroded steel with gold leaf, 85 x 58 cms, 2012







Reflections I, mild steel and mirror glass, 27 x 21 x 15 cms, 2013



Reflections II, mild steel and mirror glass, 23 x 23 x 5 cms, 2013







Reflections III, mild steel and mirror glass, 23 x 23 x 4 cms, 2013



Commissions

Selected Public Commissions
Three Gates, for the winter gardens Angelsey Abbey, English National Trust
Entrance Gates, Kelvingrove Museum & Art Gallery, Glasgow
Pair of Screens, Old Town Hall Square, Gateshead
Entrance Gates & Window Screens, Museum of Liverpool
Holocaust Memorial, Hendon Council, London

Selected Public Collections
Aberdeen City Art Gallery
National Museums of Scotland, Edinburgh
Kelvingrove Museum & Art Gallery, Glasgow
Crafts Council, London
Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery

Right: Good Vibrations, 2007
stainless steel, 2.8 m high
Private commission, North Germany







Acceleration, 2005
Gateshead, Tyne and Wear

A pair of screens for the Old Town Hall Square in Gateshead, Tyne and Wear. A public art commission 
designed to assist the enclosure of the newly landscaped square. The imagery engages the topography 
and historic references of the area. 

Acceleration, corten steel with stainless steel, each screen is 8m long x 2.5m high



Divergence, 2006
Aberdeen Art Gallery

The work links two distinct 
galleries. The arch, suggestive 
of man's view of the universe, 
frames shafts of light, reflected 
by the materials.



Divergence, stainless steel and blown glass, in collaboration with Annica Sandstrom and David Kaplan





Gates for Anglesey Abbey Gardens, 
Cambridge, 2010

Commissioned by The National 
Trust to designate three points 
along the Winter Walk. They aim 
to create harmony between nature 
and man using bold understate-
ment of form with weathering and 
stainless steel for two gates placed 
within an autumnal setting. The 
third remains galvanised due to its 
place.

The materials and design allows the 
work to be virtually maintenance 
free.





Entrance Gates for Kelvingrove Art Gallery, Glasgow, 2006

A public art commission. The design demanded a bold approach to complement the architecture and the 
imposing red brick and sandstone. The confined space where the gates are situated led to an inter-mediate 
hinge being introduced which also enabled the gates be partially closed, leaving one central entry point 
for private functions. 





Private commission. A recent security fence added to match the existing gates and pergola by John Creed 
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